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Red lead to one terminal of the diode and black lead for the other and note the reading, which is displayed in millivolts. If reading is 1, reverse the lead and try again. You can test 9V, D-cell, C-cell, AA and AAA batteries with this meter. Rotate the dial to the right of the ACV section in the battery section at
the top of the menu. Put the red lead in the VΩmA jack and the other lead in the com jack and turn the meter on. Touch the red lead to the positive terminal and black lead of the battery to the negative terminal and pay attention to the reading. Do not test 6V or 12V vehicle battery with this function. Use
voltmeters instead. To test the transistor, turn the dial into the HFE setting, which is to the right of the diode setting. Plug the transistor into the multipin NPN/PNP jack. To get proper orientation, you may have to consult the transistor manual. Turn on meters, pay attention to readings and compare with
specifications for that transistor. Caution Never touch the exposed metal with your fingers while taking measurements. Turn off multimeter before switching functions. Do not use this meter to test voltage on circuits over 750V AC or 1,000V DC. Do not test the current on circuits over 200 mA. Regarding
author Chris Deziel holds a bachelor's degree in physics and a master's degree in humanities, he has taught Science, Mathematics and English at university level, both in his native Canada and in Japan. He began writing online in 2010, offering information in scientific, cultural and practical topics. His
writings covers science, mathematics and home improvement and design, as well as religion and oriental medicine art. Art.
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